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Army music corps might have the highest
demands to their instruments: a concise-sharp
metal shell sound with short, dry tone and preci-
se response and a robust quality coupled with
high quality workmanship.

However, using modern equipment is not only an
aim of the army, and is also demanded in music
corps: Concerning marching drums this means -
besides all these tonal characteristics - in any case
greatly reduced weight. For this reason Lefima has
developed the „Dry Force“, a drum that combines all
demanded tonal features in one instrument, but it
weighs less than half of conventional models.

Design features

Non rusting ultra-light built metal shell with brushed finish or a high-value chrome look, chromed triple-flanged rims, light strainer
#ZA-ABH-0467-000, ring muffler, snap-on multi-angle carrying bar #8850-U (stainless steel), extra padded leg rest of the 600-se-
ries (stainless steel), tuning key
Some product mages show additional equipment. For serial equipment click on the tab “Equipment”!

Item-# Shell/Bowl (Inch) Shell/Bowl (cm) Batter head Snare head Tension Screws Hoop mateial Weight (lbs / kg)

MP-BU0-1412-2MM 14" x 12" 35,5 x 30,0 PinStripe Extra WeatherKing 20 Metall / Kessel Metall 3.1

MP-BU0-1412-2HM 14" x 12" 35,5 x 30,0 PinStripe Extra WeatherKing 20 Metall / Kessel Holz 3.1
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Product Features

Stainless Carrying Ring
If a snare drum is carried with
a sling the drum gains hold by
an additional stabilisator strap
that can be hooked at that
serial ...

Rust-proof Metal Shell in
ultra-light design
With its cool „Brushed-Metal--
Look“ this drum is easy to care
for .

Equipment

Snap-on Legs
Legs protect your instrument
against damage and dirt while
resting on the floor. Clamp
directly at the rim, vibration-...

Snap-on Legs
Legs protect your instrument
against damage and dirt while
resting on the floor. Clamp
directly at the rim, vibration-...

Multi-angle Carrying Bar
Traditional and “matched-grip”
playing positions are both pos-
sible. To carry a drum with eit-
her a Lefima harness or the
flexi-carr...

Light Mini Strainer
This strainer comes from the
design line of our ultra-light
drums and is characterized by
its extremely low weight.

Additional Equipment

Chrome, brass and other
colours are also available as
required.
The sharp and powerful sound
of a metal shell is retained
regardless of colour or finish.

Accessories
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Flexible Leg Rest
All flexi-series leg rests are
super padded and adapt to
the movements of the thigh
with every step. Made from
stainless steel the...

SoftBags
Our Soft-Bags for bass drums
are super padded and provide
almost as much protection as a
traditional hard case.  Durable
and ...

Plug & Play Carrier
As the name “Plug & Play”
implies - simplicity is the key
to this carrier system: Extre-
mely comfortable to carry and
easy to a...

ZDH Carrier
The ZDH Carrier Program is
competitively priced The shoul-
der bails are infinitely height
adjustable enabling the ZDH-c...

Quickport Carrying Hook
Unlike a conventional sling
this carrying hook is stiff and
greatly decreases the sidewi-
se swiveling of the drum.
When used in com...

Stick Holder
The stick holder is easily atta-
ched to the belt and offers con-
venient and practical storage for
a pair of sticks

Leg Rest
The 600 series leg rests are
super padded and made enti-
rely from stainless steel. This
leg rest is falls naturally tow...

2 holes Snap-on Carrying Bar
This carrying bar is placed wit-
hin the inner perimeter of the
rim improving the drum’s center
of balance considerably and
resultin...

Snap-on Legs
Legs protect your instrument
against damage and dirt while
resting on the floor. Clamp
directly at the rim, vibration-...

Snap-on Leg Rest
This comfort model features a
wide padded rest. It can be
easily clamped where required
anywhere on the rim. The pad-
ded rest can b...
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This leg rest is falls naturally
towards the knee. Top heavi-
ness and the characteristic
swiveling of a marching snare
drum from si...

Snap-on Lyre
Clamp directly at the rim, vibrati-
on-free; individual snap-on posi-
tioning. The inclination of this
model is adjustable...

Carrying Slings for Parade
Snare Drums
Self-balancing carabiners pre-
vent that the sling from cutting
into the body.Available in
black or white or with integra-
ted s...
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Army music corps might have the highest
demands to their instruments: a concise-sharp
metal shell sound with short, dry tone and preci-
se response and a robust quality coupled with
high quality workmanship.

However, using modern equipment is not only an aim
of the army, and is also demanded in music corps:
Concerning marching drums this means - besides all
these tonal characteristics - in any case greatly redu-
ced weight. For this reason Lefima has developed the
„Dry Force“, a drum that combines all demanded
tonal features in one instrument, but it weighs less
than half of conventional models.
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Space for your notes
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